
CauseWriter.ai

Purpose-built tools for purpose-focused orgs

The Problem
The need for content continues to increase but the time to write it does not.

● Your organization has more content ideas than the time to write them. A list of article
titles are sitting in a doc.

● Senior staff doesn’t have the time to write the type of thought leadership articles that can
lift the organization’s profile.

● Clever social media fodder is needed weekly.
● There are too many creative blockers to writing good newsletters/appeals/grants.

Purpose-Built AI
Tools like project management software, AirTable, or word docs are fine as one-size-fits-all
because the tool is essentially a blank slate. The first round of AI tools built on OpenAI’s GPTs
(Generative Pre-trained Transformer) grow by the month and are incredibly helpful. There are
over 1,600 blank-slate AI tools listed on sites like FutureTools.io - and 95% of them will not be
here in 1 year.

Whole Whale has played with these tools first-hand and seen the advantages of purpose-built
AI. There is a reason why every website isn’t just built on SquareSpace, every org has the need
for solutions that match their needs.

As the AI-assisted writing field evolves, it is Whole Whale’s belief that every organization and
eventually writer will want a tool that is tuned to their content type and style. Allowing them to
collaborate and bounce ideas off a tool that mimics their content type and style to increase the
quality and quantity of their content. CauseWriter.ai offers the AI tuning and staff training your
organization will need to get the most out of this powerful shift in tech.

It is important to note that this tool will create amazing time-saving first drafts of content
that need to be fact-checked and edited before being posted.

What is included
● Customized, password-protected organization page on CauseWriter.ai
● API Costs for usage of text and image generation

○ (50 articles a month/50 images).



● Simple site with all custom processors in one place with instructions
● 5 Custom purpose-built GPT3/4, Antropic processors based on the types of writing

needed and trained on the writing voice of the organization.
● 1 New or modification to a GPT processor each quarter as needed
● Assistance with a GPT Policy
● Monthly summaries of new AI tools that will increase productivity
● A 45min “Writing with AI” tutorial that may be recorded for internal training and training

documentation.
● Basic support on the core functionality of the product. This does not include continued

staff training or errors caused by a lack of onboarding with provided documentation.

Features

Current feature suite (updated 11/1/2023):
● Capabilities

○ Private login and secure data chats
○ Custom chats built on organization data
○ Chat with PDF
○ Email to AI assistant
○ Image tagging and creation
○ Training courses on advanced AI tactics

● Text Generation
○ GPT3, GPT4 prompt trained on your styles
○ Anthropic Claude models
○ LLMs trained on select documents and website based on needs
○ Auto-GPT (with limits)

● Image Generation
○ DALLE2
○ Stable Diffusion image creator
○ Open image models from Hugging Face

Example of Interface
We keep it simple, there are prompt and response forms for the basic GPT3 models and chat
style interfaces for the GPT Turbo/GTP4 models that are chat-based. Each is trained on your
organization and purpose to save time and improve results.

https://causewriter.ai/resources/how-to-create-a-practical-ai-policy/


Suggested Purpose-Built Processors
● Article Title idea creator
● List Article Style writer
● Conclusion or Summary creator
● Ad Idea variations
● Freeform essay
● Editorial writing in the voice of an executive
● Technical FAQ responses
● Social media posts for Twitter/LinkedIn
● Proposal or Grant writer
● Email Newsletter drafter

Timeline and Process
The processors will be trained based on the selected purposes and built on the voice and
writing samples of the organization. The goal is to tune the GPT results to reflect the style of the
organization in a way that one-size-fits-all solutions fall short.

In the first month, we build and tune these chats allowing the organization to play with and give
feedback to improve. Once honed, documentation is added to the organization’s page and we
run a 45-minute recorded training session with key stakeholders.



Cost
● One-time Processor Training Setup, Support, and Team Training: $1,000

○ 100% discount current Whole Whale clients & Organizations under $5M rev
● *Monthly ongoing: $99 (up to 100 articles/mo, 100 images/mo)

○ 30-day cancellation notice
● Additional team training can be purchased per session (1hr) cost varies based on topic

and team size.

*Monthly price for the processor may change with 30-day written notice based on third-party
cost fluctuations.
*Advanced use of Auto-GPT may cost more depending on usage as this is a looping GPT that
can continue to work costing significant API resources.

Data Use and Privacy
These purpose-built GPT models are meant for the sole purpose of the client in it’s direct
content and communication. These models are not meant to be publicly exposed or used
beyond the scope of this SLA.

Data submitted through CauseWriter Chats leverage the following APIs and are subject to their
policies and SLAs:

● OpenAI SLA and image usage guidelines of OpenAI DALLE (Not HIPAA compliant)
● Claude powered API the SLA rules of Anthropic apply (HIPAA compliant)
● CauseWriter.ai stores chat data for 90 days to improve quality of results and chat

continuity for loggedin users
● CauseWriter.ai is hosted through GDPR compliant AWS powered Pantheon
● Chats using Typebot.io are GDPR compliant
● Chats using Gradio hosted through replit have a standard hosting agreement
● Chats using HuggingFace.co APIs do not store tokens
● Per the publicly disclosed privacy policy, Whole Whale does not store or host other data

entered but does collect anonymized data of usage via Google Analytics

FAQ

Is this just stuff copied from the internet and duplicate content?
Nope. It is a neural net trained on the entire internet up to 2019, this category of Natural
Language Processor - GPT (General Pre-Trained Processor) is creating each word based on
probability settings of the vector embedding for each word.

https://help.openai.com/en/articles/5008641-is-there-an-sla-for-latency-guarantees-on-the-various-engines
https://beta.openai.com/docs/usage-policies
https://console.anthropic.com/legal/aup
https://pantheon.io/pantheon-gdpr-compliance
https://docs.typebot.io/privacy-policies
https://replit.com/site/privacy
https://huggingface.co/docs/inference-endpoints/security#:~:text=Data%20Security%2FPrivacy,storing%20logs%20for%2030%20days.
https://www.wholewhale.com/privacy-policy/


Example of a response showing these probabilities.

Wait, does Google penalize AI writers?
No. Officially as of March 2023, Google came out with a post that stated that they technically
allow AI generated content in this post about AI and content by Google.

https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2023/02/google-search-and-ai-content

